Towards Exploiting Inference from Semantic Annotations for Medical Information Retrieval
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Search is a core capability that can support clinicians and health practitioners in performing their activities. Advances in semantic information retrieval have the promise to radically enhance how clinicians search and access medical information, e.g. when searching electronic health reports for clinical trial cohort selection\textsuperscript{1}, or when searching medical literature to inform evidence-based medicine\textsuperscript{2}. In this talk we review some of the efforts made by the information retrieval community to enhance search for specific tasks within the medical domain (including methods to support health consumers searching for health advice), and in particular within the umbrella of a number of research community shared-tasks and resources, e.g., [12, 3, 8].

While early work in medical information retrieval has mainly translated techniques developed outside of the medical domain [4], there has been a recent increase in research that exploits resources and factors that uniquely characterise the medical domain. The medical domain in fact offers a plethora of carefully curated, structured, semantic resources (such as the UMLS and SNOMED CT), along with well established entity extraction and linking tools (e.g. Metamap [1]). Recent studies [6] have furthermore suggested that medical information retrieval is characterised by problems that are inherently inferential and thus, integrating inference within the retrieval process may provide significant breakthroughs in the way information is searched in this domain. These characteristics are rarely found together in general information retrieval settings. In this talk we show however that current work in medical information retrieval has only scratched the surface of what can be done with semantic annotations to improve search on medical content. We argue that integrating semantic inference in information retrieval has the potential to uncover a large amount of information that otherwise would be inaccessible; but inference is also risky and, if not used cautiously, can harm retrieval.

Velupillai has discussed the potential benefit that semantic annotations have in the clinical domain, in particular for hypothesis generation, adverse event identification and patient similarity [11]. Koopman and Zuccon [6] exhibited some of the reasonings that users execute when assessing the relevance of clinical documents to queries aimed at identifying patient cohorts that satisfy a number of inclusion criteria for clinical trial. They showed that users apply inference mechanisms to determine temporality, the relations between query aspects, cause-effect relations, etc. Similarly, Koopman [5] performed a meta-analysis of the different factors that require semantic inference to augment retrieval in the medical domain; Koopman identified the following as the primary factors: (1) semantic similarity and (2) granularity, (3) conceptual implication, (4) temporality, (5) level of uncertainty, (6) negation and contextually, (7) dependencies between entities.

Rudimentary inference mechanisms were used in a heuristic-driven model that exploited semantic concepts and is-a (a.k.a. subsumption) relations [15], achieving a form of semantic query expansion that was driven by the inference that, for example, a sought concept was the parent of a more specific concept present in a potentially relevant document. Cohen et al. [2] has recently demonstrated the use of more sophisticated levels of semantic inference accomplished through analogical reasoning based on high-dimensional vector representations to drive pseudo-relevance feedback. Although this

\textsuperscript{1}e.g., http://trec.nist.gov/data/medical.html
\textsuperscript{2}e.g., http://www.trec-cds.org/
method does encode higher level semantic inferences it does not provide substantial gains in terms of retrieval effectiveness and is indeed inferior to well engineered statistical approaches to search.

A full-fledged semantic inference model for medical information retrieval has been proposed by Koopman [5] (the Graph Inference Model, GIN). The model, partially inspired by early literature on formal logic-based models of information retrieval, performs an implicit query expansion at retrieval time by traversing a graph-based semantic representation of the corpora, where both queries and documents are annotated with semantic concepts (forming the nodes in the graph) and edges encode different semantic relations between concepts (e.g., is-a, finding site, active ingredient, etc.). In the GIN, concepts that are inferred from the query concepts (by exploiting semantic relations directly encoded in the underlying knowledge base) allow to retrieve a higher number of relevant documents than what the original query concepts retrieved in first instance. Thorough empirical experimentation however demonstrated that semantic inference, as encoded in the GIN, is a risky mechanism that, if not used cautiously, can harm retrieval [5]. Similar conclusions were observed in the work of Cohen et al. [2]. An important observation springing from Koopman’s work is that it is the quality of the structured knowledge resource that influences the quality of inferences used for retrieval: in particular, inferences that may be logically valid from a representational perspective may not provide valuable information when used for retrieval [5].

Despite the previously mentioned efforts (among others) to integrate inference mechanisms within retrieval models for medical search, the most successful approaches in this domain used semantic annotations, but only with weak inference mechanisms, by combining structured domain knowledge with document and corpus statistics. For example, using concepts, semantic types (higher level groupings of concepts, e.g., diseases, organisms) and corpus statistics, [13] were able to derive implicit relations between concepts, which could be used for query expansion; this was the best approach at the TREC Genomics Track [14]. Similarly, recent work by Limsopatham et al. [7] partially exploits semantic dependency information between concepts, but relying on a powerful statistical diversification approach for document ranking adapted from web retrieval [9] rather than more semantically-grounded inference mechanisms.

Thus, while current state-of-the-art medical information retrieval systems solicit semantic information, more investigation is required to effectively integrate (semantic) inference in the retrieval process. As other authors have stated in the past, e.g., [10], techniques that effectively understand the content of documents and the intent of queries and are able to exploit the inferential process for retrieval are expected to provide significant improvements in search effectiveness, even more so in the medical domain.
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